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ABSTRACT
In the modern web, users are confronted with a plethora of complex
privacy-related decisions about cookies and consent, often com-
pounded by misleading policies and deceptive patterns. Past efforts
to enhance online privacy have failed due to their dependence on
website compliance. A solution to this lies in privacy-enhancing
tools that are directly controlled by the user. However, challenges
related to the usability and flawed understanding of the tools’ func-
tionality hinder their widespread adoption. To address this problem,
we evaluated the browser extension CookieBlock as an example of
a current tool, which supports users by blocking tracking cookies
independent of website compliance.

We used a complementary approach consisting of an expert eval-
uation of CookieBlock and the related tools NoScript and Ghostery,
and a laboratory user study focusing on the unique details of how
users interact with CookieBlock specifically. The laboratory study
with 42 participants investigated usage, mental models, and us-
ability of CookieBlock based on eye tracking, interaction, and self-
report data. While CookieBlock received good usability ratings, 18
participants were unable to solve a website breakage caused by
cookie misclassification on their own. Overall, the results revealed
flawed mental models of CookieBlock’s functionality and resulting
challenges in making the connection between website breakage and
cookie misclassification. Implications for CookieBlock and related
applications include interface design recommendations supporting
accurate mental models and the proposal of improved heuristics to
better guide users and warn them about potential identified website
breakage.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tracking is ubiquitous in the modern web, with the vast majority
of websites tracking user data [68, 74]. Recent research indicated
that over 90% of websites use cookies to store and track user in-
formation [69, 74]. Although cookies have many beneficial effects
and are frequently used for website functionality, they are also
employed for tracking purposes and personalised advertisements.
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Major providers, such as Google Analytics, are capable of tracking
a substantial portion of a person’s overall browsing activities [68].
Many websites implement pervasive tracking through tricks [68],
such as using long-lasting cookies with rolling life periods that
never expire, even if users were to opt out of tracking in cookie
notices [7, 69].

Since the introduction of the EU’s GDPR [28] and California’s
CCPA [46], websites have to provide users with a higher degree of
control over how cookies are used. For example, over 62% of Euro-
pean most used websites use cookie notices [21]. However, these
and related measures aimed at compliance through legislation did
not lead to significant changes in the prevalence of third-party web
tracking overall [83]. Furthermore, despite their apparent good in-
tention, consent notices have received criticism for their inadequacy
and manipulative strategies. Many of the cookie notices employ de-
ceptive patterns, designed to nudge users towards privacy-invasive
settings that may not be in their best interest [30, 51, 62, 73], such as
by highlighting an “Accept All” button as compared to the option to
reject all. Consequently, rejecting cookies takes substantially more
time than simply accepting them [36]. This is further complicated by
Consent Management Platforms (CMPs) providing deceptive design
options, which are increasingly used by website providers [77, 82].
Further, cookie notices often fail to contain accurate information
about the purpose of cookies, creating a mismatch between legal re-
quirements, advertised policy, and actual cookie behaviour. Recent
research has consistently shown that the vast majority of websites
violate the GDPR [10, 36, 45, 58, 62] or the CCPA [85]. This reality
underlines the problems caused by poorly enforced regulations and
websites that do not adhere to them.

Most internet users also do not have high technical affinity
and lack an in-depth understanding of technical systems or track-
ing [9, 47, 76]. Therefore, users prefer choices enabling effortless
privacy decisions [45]. Furthermore, privacy-preserving behaviour
is a secondary goal of users, as they primarily want to complete
tasks of greater personal importance, such as getting work done,
connecting with other people, or online shopping. Even if people
had the technical understanding and intention to browse the inter-
net privately, this might not transfer into actual behaviour. This
effect has been described as a privacy paradox, where users do not
take any substantial steps to protect their online privacy despite
holding strong privacy beliefs [5, 9].

Privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) such as browser exten-
sions have great potential to assist especially lay users in preserving
their privacy without consuming attentional resources or detract-
ing from primary goals. As such, users can complete tasks relevant
to their primary goal while a tool takes care of secondary privacy
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concerns. However, if the tool is overly complex, users may not
be able to effectively utilise it to enhance their privacy. Moreover,
such tools might require a high amount of input or interaction
and can end up consuming more attentional resources than they
save, thereby defeating their purpose. For example, the NoScript
browser extension [53] offers a variety of powerful tools to block
most forms of tracking, but often ends up disrupting functionality
of websites [2] before site-specific exceptions have been made, and
is therefore not a suitable solution for the average user. Further-
more, if a tool does not work or is not used as intended based on a
user’s lack of understanding, it could even compromise user privacy.
Accordingly, the design of PETs requires a careful balance between
ease of use and its provided features.

With regard to PETs addressing the challenge of tracking ubiq-
uity, developers have proposed privacy-enhancing browser ex-
tensions that prevent privacy intrusion on the client side, inde-
pendently of a website’s functionality and without performance
losses [11]. These extension are either ad blockers (e.g., uBlock Ori-
gin [35], AdBlock [1, 65]) blocking both advertising and tracking,
or they specialise on tracking only (e.g., Ghostery [24], Privacy-
Badger [27], DuckDuckGo Privacy Essentials [23]). These browser
extensions directly interfere with a user’s web browser and are not
reliant on website compliance. This is especially relevant as the
factors influencing website providers’ decisions rarely include the
users’ privacy [83]. Therefore, tools working independent of web-
site compliance are some of the most popular choices for privacy-
enhancing tools and widely adopted [54, 58, 76]. However, they only
block web requests and do not interfere with the cookies used. A
current browser extension addressing that challenge is CookieBlock
that we further describe next.

1.1 Background: CookieBlock
CookieBlock is a browser extension proposed by Bollinger et al. [10]
that fills the gap of other privacy extensions by removing track-
ing cookies in a flexible way. Rather than relying on lists, it uses
machine learning to classify cookies according to their purpose as
strictly-necessary, functional, analytics, or advertising, categories
defined by ICC UK Guide [39]. Users can select which categories
they reject and cookies classified as such are then removed while
browsing. Fig. 1 illustrates a snapshot from the features of the in-
stalled extension in the browser. As reported by the authors, the
model achieves 84.4% balanced accuracy, comparable to human
expertise. Nevertheless, when the model misclassifies necessary
cookies, their removal can break website functionality. Bollinger et
al. [10, Sec. 5.3] evaluated breakage on 100 websites, finding that
CookieBlock caused eight websites to forget users’ setting (causing
consent notice to reappear or disabling the language selection),
and seven websites had their registration or login functionality
broken. The authors thus implemented an option to add exceptions
for given domains or pause cookie removal. These interruptions
are part of a larger problem affecting PETs to counteract tracking
on websites, as due to the largely modular nature of these sites,
privacy-intrusive functions are often embedded in larger systems
that are generally useful for users [72].

For our research, we selected CookieBlock as a prime example
of current privacy-enhancing browser extensions, which are still

Figure 1: CookieBlock’s features after installation.

facing technical challenges with regard to website breakage that
may affect usability, users’ understanding, and thus actual use.
Our research has two goals: First, we aim to better understand
the usability challenges faced by CookieBlock in comparison to
related tools with either different technical functionality (e.g., static
algorithm vs. machine learning approach) or a slightly different
focus (e.g., blocking all tracking vs. only cookie-related tracking
technologies). Second, we aim to explore users’ mental models
of CookieBlock, how users interact with the browser extension,
and how users evaluate CookieBlock. These insights can then be
extended to related PETs that can affect usability in general, and
will provide more information on how users approach usability
issues in PETs and how they could be overcome.

1.2 Research Questions & Contribution
To understand these questions from different viewpoints, we used
a complementary approach consisting of an expert evaluation and
a laboratory study with users. The heuristic experts evaluation
adds an expert perspective and focuses on a high-level comparison
between existing tools. We compared the machine-learning based
tool CookieBlock and the related tools NoScript and Ghostery.

As outlined in the introduction, NoScript is a powerful but also
disruptive tool based on a static algorithm, thereby potentially lead-
ing to a high privacy-usability trade-off. In comparison, Ghostery
is based on curated blocklists and heuristic elements, making it less
disruptive and potentially resulting in a lower privacy-usability
trade-off with unlikely website breakage. Both tools are actively
maintained, with Ghostery having a particularly large user base (see
Table 4 in Appendix C for a comparison). In the expert evaluation
we investigated the following research question:

• RQ1: How does the privacy-usability trade-off differ
between privacy-related browser extensions that differ
with regard to their aims, functionality and technical
implementation?Wewould like to analyse potential usabil-
ity challenges resulting from these differences and potential
website breakage.

The laboratory study adds a user perspective and provides an
in-depth analysis of the challenges encountered when users in-
teract with CookieBlock, especially focusing on potential website
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breakage and supporting users in coping with it. In the laboratory
study, we investigated the following research questions:

• RQ2:What are the users’mentalmodels ofCookieBlock?
We would like to analyse the users’ understanding of Cook-
ieBlock’s privacy-preserving functionality, its settings and
especially its role in website breakage due to misclassifica-
tions.

• RQ3:How do users interact with CookieBlock? We aim
to explore which elements users focus on, whether users un-
derstand when a website breakage is caused by CookieBlock,
and how they solve the problem.

• RQ4: How do users evaluate CookieBlock? We are in-
terested in how users rate their experience with and the
usability of the extension, what problems they perceive, and
what suggestions for improvement they provide.

To answer these questions, we conducted a heuristic evalua-
tion [60] with N=4 experts as well as a user study in which N=42
participants installed, configured, and used CookieBlock in two
tasks. We combined eye tracking data with other behavioural mea-
sures, demographic information, ratings from standardised scales
like the System Usability Scale, and qualitative analysis of open-
ended questions. We first break down the results individually be-
fore synthesising them to gain a comprehensive understanding of
how users experience CookieBlock. Through this multi-faceted ap-
proach, we identify weaknesses in the current design and show that
participants’ mental model is often inaccurate, ultimately leaving
18 participants unable to solve a website breakage caused by cookie
misclassification on their own. Finally, we discuss consequences
of our analysis, implement proposals to clarify expected function-
ality and improve the interface design, and propose a heuristic to
target the main usability challenge of CookieBlock resulting from
potential cookie misclassifications.

Our research provides the following contributions:

• We describe and reflect on a surprising gap between the
implementation of CookieBlock as a promising browser ex-
tension aiming to support users in protecting their privacy
across websites and the users’ often inaccurate mental mod-
els. We further explore challenges users encounter when the
extension leads to the breakage of a website. Therefore, we
study not only the usability of the browser extension work-
ing as intended, but explicitly look into the user interaction
and mental models of users facing a website breakage caused
by CookieBlock.

• Extending related work, we describe the findings of a user
study combining previously used self-report and interaction
data with additional behavioural eye tracking data that pro-
vides valuable insights into attention, mental workload, and
mental models. The data shows that mental workload is es-
pecially high when coping with a broken website and that
the challenge does not lie in the users’ interaction with the
extension but in making the connection between the broken
website and the extension.

• From the findings, we derive implications and design rec-
ommendations for the further development of CookieBlock,
similar tools, and related research in Section 6.1. We make

the suggestions available in a pull request1 for easy imple-
mentation and evaluation with CookieBlock or related tools
in future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
After exploring previous work on consent notices, we examine
related work on privacy-related browser extensions and their use.

2.1 Consent Notices & Dark Patterns
Cookie consent notices are intended to determine which tracking
users agree to. However, most of these consent notices use decep-
tive patterns [31, 69, 73, 84]. These patterns are intended to nudge
users towards less privacy-friendly choices, such as by making
‘reject all’ options less visible or removing them altogether. Accord-
ingly, they violate GDPR requirements, which for example demand
equal visibility for accept and reject options. Deceptive pattern
designs consistently increase tracking acceptance [6, 51, 52, 84] by
abusing user’s quick, automated thinking [12]. The prevalence of
deceptive patterns is further increased through templates supplied
by content management providers (CMPs), of which over 90% use
deceptive patterns [62, 84]. However, there are also large differ-
ences between regions, with primarily only EU and US websites
taking steps to inform users of privacy choices, likely due to GDPR
compliance [69]. In the context of smartphone applications, Kollnig
et al. [44] even found that consent is often not obtained before en-
gaging in third party tracking thereby potentially violating current
privacy regulations.

In addition, even choices expressed on a cookie consent notice
might simply have no effect. Sanchez-Rola et al. [69] found that
90% of sites employ long-lasting tracking cookies no matter what
the user has chosen. Consent notices can also negatively affect the
user experience more directly. Habib et al. [34] found that the im-
pact of consent notices on usability varies greatly based on design
decisions, but always proves to be a barrier to users thereby reduc-
ing website usability. These results indicate that consent notices
are an inadequate solution even with the backing of well-known
legislation, as they rely on the compliance of websites.

2.2 Browser Extensions
Various tools were introduced to counteract tracking without ap-
parent success. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) proposed
the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P), a standard for websites
to transmit their privacy policies, which could then be read by
browsers [19]. However, as Leon et al. [48] demonstrated, many
websites simply bypassed these recommended policies by misrep-
resenting data to browsers. Later, W3C introduced a Do Not Track
(DNT ) header [71], which informed sites of user preferences so they
can adjust their tracking. Roesner et al. [68] analysed anti-tracking
defence mechanisms and found that blocking third-party cookies
and using DNT is insufficient for privacy protection. Following
these difficulties and lack of industry adoption, the DNT project
was eventually discontinued [16]. DNT is now going through a rein-
carnation as Global Privacy Control [33], this time backed legally by
California’s CCPA. However, these past experiences show the weak-
ness of mechanisms that rely on website compliance. To overcome
1https://github.com/dibollinger/CookieBlock/pull/15
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this challenge, browser extensions are promising tools that can op-
erate independently of specific websites to enhance a user’s privacy
by either showing additional information or automatically dealing
with consent notices based on predefined settings. Prominent exam-
ples include Consent-O-Matic [61], Cliqz Autoconsent [49], Cook-
ieEnforcer [43] and CookieGlasses [55]. However, these browser
extensions still have shortcomings, as they ultimately rely on web-
site compliance to implement the cookie notice as intended without
any additional tracking. In contrast, we evaluate the CookieBlock
browser extension for our study, which automatically blocks track-
ing cookies and does not rely on website compliance. Table 4 in
Appendix C illustrates the main differences in the aims, functionali-
ties, and the underlying technology ormethod of currently available
privacy-related browser extensions to provide a quick overview
and comparison with CookieBlock.

Besides technical aspects, previous work on privacy-related
browser extensions has focused on the users’ mental models, their
interaction with, and evaluation of those tools.

Mental Models. In a survey with 48 participants, Cranor et
al. [20] studied online behaviour regarding advertising and privacy
tools after users watched informational videos about advertising
and tracking. Reception to advertising was mixed, with some wel-
coming targeted ads, while other participants were surprised and
scared by the degree of tracking that websites employ. Participants
were also interested in tools to counteract tracking but found most
privacy-enhancing tools to either be too basic in their instructions,
or too technical with jargon. Therefore, the authors highlighted the
need for a carefully balanced middle ground. Another key takeaway
was that participants wanted protection tools, but crucially did not
want those tools to interfere with website functionality. Our study
builds on Cranor et al.’s study [20] by evaluating CookieBlock as a
tool that offers the functionality to counteract tracking that Cranor
et al.’s participants expressed interest in. We explore whether it
meets the suggested "middle ground" with regard to understanding
and expected non-interference with website functionality.

Furthermore, Schaub et al. [70] examined changes in privacy con-
cerns and awareness of people using different anti-tracking browser
extensions. Their study indicated that users’ privacy awareness is
inconsistent and inaccurate, oftentimes overestimating or underes-
timating the extent with which companies track users and collect
information about them. The authors also concluded that the design
of browser extensions is crucial in helping users to get better mental
models of tracking and privacy in the internet. Mathur et al. [54] ex-
plored how people use a variety of browser extensions that blocked
ads and compared users’ mental models to the actual functionality
of the extensions. They found that most users’ mental models are
underdeveloped even if they use these extensions, suggesting that
awareness of the deeper functions is generally limited. These find-
ings indicate that users’ mental models of privacy-related browser
extensions are largely influenced by the extension’s design and
can in turn significantly influence the interaction with it [47, 54].
Therefore, we explore the users’ mental models of CookieBlock to
analyse this relationship further and to extend related work on user
mental models.

Interaction & Evaluation. Hubert et al. [38] compared the us-
ability of Adblock, uBlock, Ghostery, and Privacy Badger by giving
participants tasks to use them on a number of real-world websites

and found large inconsistencies and differences in usability. Notably,
no browser extension managed to meet high usability thresholds.
Leon et al. [47] investigated how users approach privacy-preserving
browser extensions like Adblock Plus or Ghostery. In a laboratory
study, 45 participants were assigned to install, configure, and finally
use one specific browser extension for five tasks, three of which
could malfunction based on which browser extension was active.
Afterwards, the tools were evaluated with the System Usability
Scale (SUS) [14]. Despite coming from an educated background,
none of the participants could initially demonstrate an understand-
ing of web tracking mechanisms. Furthermore, while installation
seemed easy for most participants, tool configuration was generally
seen as difficult. Overall, all tools scored between 40 and 50 out
of 100 points on the SUS, indicating low usability [3]. The authors
concluded with recommendations to specifically improve communi-
cation and feedback that does not rely on technical jargon. Finally,
they also noted that participants had difficulties understanding that
problems with websites were caused by the tools they are using.

Corner et al. [17] conducted a laboratory study with 30 partici-
pants in the UK and tasked them with using DuckDuckGo Privacy
Essentials, Ghostery, and Privacy Badger browser extensions, to-
gether with think-aloud and completing the SUS. Overall, the us-
ability scores were substantially higher compared to Leon et al. [47],
with ratings of 60, 79, and 62, respectively. However, the difference
is likely caused by the task design that focused on exploring the
extension’s functionality, instead of the extension interfering with
some other goal. Participants still made various suggestions for im-
provement, such as improved visual feedback, easier access to help
resources, as well as real-time feedback on the extension’s activities.
Similar to [17, 47], we include self-report data and the SUS to com-
pare usability metrics with previous work. However, in contrast we
complement the collection of self-report and behavioural interac-
tion measures with eye tracking data. As eye tracking measures a
continuous stream of data that is indicative of a user’s visual atten-
tion, it becomes possible to determine how much time and effort
is spent on any specific element. For example, we can determine
how much the interaction with CookieBlock detracts from primary
goals such as the interaction with the website.

Contribution. To summarise, our study addresses the open re-
search challenge to support users in protecting their privacy when
handling tracking cookies. To overcome the problems associated
with website compliance, we analyse CookieBlock as a promising
browser extension that does not rely on website compliance. We
build on previous work by including comparable mental models,
interaction, and usability measures to be able to derive implica-
tions for related tools based on comparisons. However, our work
differs from other work in that we specifically study a challenging
website breakage scenario and additionally include eye tracking
as a promising technology for usability studies. We report on the
findings of a complementary expert evaluation and user study, and
the lessons learned that can inform future work.

3 EXPERT EVALUATION
In an expert evaluation, N=4 experts with a background in psy-
chology and human-computer interaction analysed the usability of
CookieBlock in comparison to two similar browser extensions via a
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heuristic evaluation [60]. The heuristic evaluation was chosen as it
has been demonstrated to find the most usability problems as com-
pared to other techniques while having a good cost-benefit ratio
[42]. On purpose, the experts were chosen with a background in
human sciences and usability as compared to technical disciplines
to evaluate the lay user perspective rather than technical aspects.
The number of experts followed recommendations by Nielsen [59].

We compared the browser extension CookieBlock with two tools
selected from a larger pool of previously researched tracker blocker
or ad blocker browser extensions in the privacy context. The tools
NoScript and Ghostery were chosen from the category of tools
with tracker blocking as their primary purpose, in contrast to other
tools that block ads or handle consent notices, to increase compa-
rability to CookieBlock (see Appendix C). As all tracker blocker
tools were based on different technologies and differed in terms of
functionality, we were interested in tools that (a) primarily differed
in their anticipated privacy-usability trade-off and (b) tools that
were at the time available and applicable in the same way as Cook-
ieBlock, i.e., being installable from the Chromeweb store. Therefore,
we selected the tools NoScript and Ghostery that are based on a
static algorithm and curated blocklists, respectively. They are both
actively maintained and used by a large number of users. As illus-
trated in Section 2.2, this prominence has led both NoScript [2]
and Ghostery [17, 38, 47] to be investigated in previous usability
studies which enables comparisons with related work. However,
they vary in their level of disruptiveness, which potentially affects
the privacy-usability trade-off. The selected tools were thus not
only relevant to study from a user perspective but also did not rely
on other software, such as DuckDuckGo Privacy Essentials that
only works in conjunction with the DuckDuckGo search engine.
NoScript offers many options for blocking JavaScript, which is used
by most forms of tracking. Based on a static algorithm, it offers
a suite of tools for further customization. However, its blocking
often ends up disrupting the functionality of websites [2]. Ghostery
focuses on blocking trackers based on a curated blocklist but also
automatically blocks cookies through consent notices, making it
much less likely to impair site functionality.

3.1 Heuristic Evaluation Procedure
The process of the evaluation was as follows: First, even though
the experts had familiarized with the ten principles used for the
heuristic evaluation proposed by Nielsen ([40, 60], cf. Table 5), the
principles were again explained to ensure a common understanding.
For example, these principles included visibility of system status,
consistency, and error prevention. Second, the three tools Cook-
ieBlock, NoScript and Ghostery were analysed. Each tool was first
installed by the experts in the Chrome web browser (Installation),
then the available settings were inspected (Settings). Finally, the
interaction with and effect of the tool was analysed in use with ex-
emplary real websites (Use). For each aspect - Installation, Settings
and Use - the ten principles were applied. To make sure that no as-
pect was overlooked, each expert considered all ten principles. Yet,
as considering all principles at the same time can be challenging,
each expert was in the lead for three select principles. During the
evaluation, a joint protocol of all findings was created and checked

by all experts to ensure completeness and to avoid misunderstand-
ings. Screenshot examples of the different GUIs are shown in Fig. 7
to facilitate understanding of the findings. Third, the experts ex-
changed final conclusions after having analysed all three tools. All
findings collected in the joint protocol for each tool, aspect, and
principle are shown in Tables 6 to 8 within Appendix C. In the
following, we discuss the main findings and implications.

3.2 Heuristic Evaluation Findings
CookieBlock offers immediate feedback upon installation, but suf-
fers from a lack of separation between options, as well as unclear
feedback on their purpose. The settings allow for in-depth cus-
tomization, but rely on advanced technical terms and lack visual
cues. During use, while the extension provides multiple options
to address breakage, they are not clearly communicated and im-
pede error recovery. Furthermore, the extension does not clearly
communicate its actions to the user.

NoScript lacks feedback after installation, further complicated
by discrepancies between the store logo and the extension icon.
In the settings menu, it could benefit from clearer explanations
of certain terms, such as "privileged site" and options concerning
default, trusted, and untrusted settings. However, it does utilize tabs
for easy overview and separates advanced settings from general
settings, allowing for a more organized experience. During use,
symbols in the interface are not always intuitive (see Fig. 7), and
there is a lack of feedback on specific actions such as what happens
if the lock symbol is clicked. When content is blocked, the NoScript
symbol on the blocked content allows for making a connection
between blocking or breakage and Noscript. However, there is no
clear instructions on what to do or how to recover.

Ghostery impresses with a visually appealing installation process
and consistent symbols, as seen in Fig. 7. The settings menu utilizes
clear standards such as color-coding and underlined text for links
and information symbols leading to more information. An indica-
tion of currently blocked trackers and a statistical overview over
past activity are particularly informative. However, it is unclear
whether users can make the link between potential website break-
age and Ghostery’s actions. Finally, some of the advanced options
like submitting your own tracker are challenging to understand.

The findings highlight that the three tools all offer distinct bene-
fits but ultimately differ substantially in their purpose and target
user groups. CookieBlock and NoScript both offer advanced and
customizable blocking features, but their design is less intuitive and
relies on expert knowledge. However, while CookieBlock limits
blocking to cookies only, NoScript has a much broader impact that
affects more aspects of a web page. Ghostery on the other hand fol-
lows a more minimalist and aesthetic design and appears relatively
undisruptive with regard to website functionality, but also offers
limited depth and flexibility in its features.

4 USER STUDY METHOD
In a laboratory study, 42 participants installed and used the Cook-
ieBlock browser extension in two web shop scenarios. In those
scenarios, they encountered two situations in a randomised order,
one where CookieBlock worked as intended and one where Cook-
ieBlock broke the website. In the breaking condition, the log-in
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functionality failed. The study adopted a within-subject design,
with participants interacting with CookieBlock in the same way,
but with a randomised sequence of working and breaking condi-
tions to balance effects. We analysed the participants’ interaction
with CookieBlock, their expectations before and after the study, as
well as the perceived usability of the tool across scenarios. Partici-
pants used Google Chrome for the study, as it was the most widely
used web browser worldwide [75].

In the following sections, we first detail the study procedure,
the implemented web shops used to test different CookieBlock use
cases, the eye tracking technology used to explore user interaction
and attention. Afterwards, we describe the sample, discuss ethical
considerations, and highlight our analysis.

4.1 Procedure
To provide an overview, the procedure is summarised in Fig. 2.
At the start of the study, participants were presented with an in-
formed consent sheet and any questions were clarified. If they
chose to proceed, they first filled out a background questionnaire,
which included Affinity for Technology Interaction (ATI) [29] and
Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) [32] scales.
Afterwards, we calibrated the eye tracker with a standard 9-point
calibration procedure. We then asked participants to read Cook-
ieBlock’s description in the Google Chrome web store and to install
the extension on the lab PC so that they experienced a realistic
set-up process. Participants then filled out a questionnaire about
their experiences and understanding of CookieBlock to explore
mental models, as well as the System Usability Scale (SUS) [14].

In the main part of the study, participants were twice instructed
to buy tickets for a specific event on our web shops. To ensure that
all participants had an identical environment that was not affected
by their behaviour during the installation task, for this step we
loaded a different Chrome profile with CookieBlock pre-installed,
pinned to the taskbar, and with standard settings. In the working
condition, CookieBlock did not interfere and they could proceed
as usual. In the breaking condition, CookieBlock intentionally mis-
classified a login cookie and blocked it, which caused the login to
fail and prevented participants from purchasing tickets. Accord-
ingly, participants had to anticipate that CookieBlock caused the
disruption and use CookieBlock’s options to resolve the problem
or disable the extension altogether. If participants were not able to
make any progress within five minutes, they were told that “the
CookieBlock browser extension causes the problem.” If they were
still not able to login within twomore minutes, the task was skipped
and we proceeded to the next step. After each condition, partici-
pants filled out additional questionnaires regarding usability and
positive and negative experiences of using CookieBlock.

The final part of the study consisted of a questionnaire that again
asked about the users’ understanding of CookieBlock to evaluate
a potential impact of using the extension on the users’ mental
model. It also asked for participants’ feedback on potential design
improvements. The entire procedure took around 30 to 40 minutes.

4.2 Task Environment
We created two fictional web ticket shops to emulate basic variants
that participants could encounter during browsing. To increase

realism, the web shops were interactive and contained descriptions
and images for several events. In the breaking condition, they also
provided feedback similar to what people would encounter on a real
website. These web shops were hosted locally and not connected
to the Internet. Both web shops shared basic functionality but only
differed slightly in their design so that they could be differentiated.
Participants were instructed to first identify a specific event (like
a concert) on the web shop and then to buy tickets for that event.
In order to purchase the tickets, participants needed to login, for
which they received login credentials on a task sheet. Screenshots
of both web shops are given in Appendix B.

4.3 Eye Tracking
To understand how people use PETs, eye tracking serves as a good
measure that can enhance questionnaires and other sources of be-
havioural data [64]. As eye tracking measures a continuous stream
of data that is indicative of a user’s visual attention [37], it becomes
possible to determine how much time and effort is spent on any
specific task or visual area, and therefore howmuch it detracts from
any primary goal.

We used a Tobii Pro Fusion eye tracker [80] with standard prop-
erties: a sample rate of 250 Hz, an accuracy of 0.3° and a precision
of 0.04°. The tracker was mounted at the bottom of the computer
monitor. The monitor used was a Dell S2522HG with a resolution of
1920x1080 and a size of 24.5 inches. Participants were seated approx-
imately 65 cm from the monitor. We used Tobii Pro Lab v1.207 [81]
to record and process all eye tracking data from both eyes. Before
collecting eye tracking data, we calibrated the tracker using a stan-
dard 9-point calibration. Following best practices [15, 37] and since
we were not interested in very small elements like text characters,
the calibration was accepted if average accuracy and precision er-
rors were both < 1.00° of visual angle. All eye tracking measures
were collected within roughly 20 minutes after calibration ended,
so no drift corrections were taken.

In eye tracking, fixation refers to times where the eyes are fo-
cused on a specific point and relatively stationary, typically for
smaller periods of time below one second. Saccades are rapid eye
movements that occur between periods of fixation, allowing the
eyes to move quickly from one point to another, such as when mov-
ing between words during reading. We segmented fixations and
saccades in Tobii Pro Lab with standard settings using a velocity
threshold of 30°/s, meaning that periods above that speed were
classified as saccades.

4.4 Sample
A total of 42 participants took part in our study. Two were excluded
because they were not able to install CookieBlock on their own,
leaving us with a final sample of N=40 participants. Of these, 17
identified as female, 22 as male, and one as diverse. The participants’
age distribution was as follows: 19 were between 18-24, 14 between
25-34, seven between 35-44. 22 participants have a university degree
and 18 participants completed secondary education. 16 participants
indicated they had used a browser extension related to privacy
before, while 24 stated they did not. The sample’s privacy concerns
measured with the IUIPC-8 ranging from “1 - strongly disagree”
to “7 - strongly agree” was M=5.84 (SD=0.87) for the scale Control,
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Figure 2: Visual summary of the study procedure.

M=6.46 (SD=0.75) for the scale Awareness and M=5.45 (SD= 1.04)
for the scale Collection. The means and variance are similar to a
larger pool representative of the UK population [32] (see Table 9
for a comparison), which suggests our sample has normal privacy
concerns. The sample’s affinity for technology interactionmeasured
with the ATI scale ranging from “1 - completely disagree” to “6 -
completely agree” was M=3.81 (SD=0.93), slightly higher than the
average score of 3.5 found in the general population [29].

4.5 Ethical Considerations
The study design followed established ethical guidelines for psycho-
logical research involving humans [18] and was approved by our
university’s ethics board. The approved ethics application stated
that individual data is stored securely, may only be accessed within
the university for research purposes, and cannot be released pub-
licly. We minimised the potential for privacy-invasion by collecting
only vague demographic information, such as using age range
brackets. The eye tracking data did not contain any images of faces
or eyes; we merely collected data about the corresponding coor-
dinate points on the computer screen that the participant’s eyes
focused on.

Participants were recruited from a voluntary opt-in database
associated with the university that consists not only of students
but people of different age groups and occupations. Through the
database, participants were already informed about the nature of
the tasks and that the study involved eye tracking. Before the study,
participants were provided an informed consent sheet describing
the details and rights related to data collection and storage. Par-
ticipation was voluntary and participants could abort the study at
any time without negative consequences. Furthermore, participants
could request the deletion of their data at any time, without giving
any reason or suffering negative consequences. All participants
received an equal payment that was calculated based on the hourly
wages for student assistants. Finally, participants received an addi-
tional background information sheet with contact details after the
conclusion of their session.

4.6 Analysis
For the quantitative analysis, we used t-tests or one-way ANOVAs
to analyse significant differences between two or more groups, re-
spectively, such as whether task speed differs significantly between
people that require help and people that do not. However, if the
test assumptions were not met, e.g., due to non-parametric data,
we instead used more robust procedures such as the Wilcoxon

rank sum test [13]. Finally, we used Fisher’s exact test to evalu-
ate categorical differences between multiple levels. This test was
used in place of a 𝜒2 test due to the low number of observations
in multiple cells of the contingency table (cf. Table 2 in [78]). Us-
ing the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [8] we corrected p-values
for tests concerning the same variables within each research ques-
tion to limit the possibility of false positive results due to multiple
testing [79].

For the qualitative analysis, two independent raters used a de-
ductive approach [56] to code mental models and negative conse-
quences accuracy following pre-set categories with prototypical
examples in a codebook. For classifying accuracy, we relied on
the functionality description provided by CookieBlock, i.e. “Cook-
ieBlock allows you to automatically remove cookies that collect
sensitive data and track you. It uses machine learning to automati-
cally predict the purpose that each cookie is used for.” The initial
inter-rater agreement was 76%. For other open-ended responses,
such as design suggestions, two raters instead used open coding to
cluster comments into categories.

5 USER STUDY RESULTS
The following sections summarise the findings structured by our
three research questions that guided the laboratory user study.

5.1 RQ2: Mental Models
We first analysed users’ mental models of CookieBlock and its func-
tionality by asking participants to describe their understanding of
CookieBlock’s functionality twice, once after the installation but
before actual use (Before) and once after having interacted with
CookieBlock (After). Furthermore, prior to starting the scenarios,
we asked participants to provide a prediction of potential negative
consequences related to using CookieBlock. The textual answers
were categorized in terms of accuracy as “accurate,” “partially accu-
rate” and “not accurate” following a deductive coding approach [56].
The results are shown in Table 1 and illustrated in the following:
An example for accurate answers was “CookieBlock uses machine
learning to identify and block cookies on websites” (P13). Partially
accurate answers contained phrases like “Presumably, the extension
sees which cookies a website uses and prevents them from function-
ing” (P26). And finally, answers classified as not accurate contained
statements such as “The extension looks at cookie pop-up windows,
recognizes these, and automatically changes cookie preferences to the
intended settings” (P12).

For each participant, the answer before and after interacting with
CookieBlock was compared to explore influences on the mental
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model. We found that mental model accuracy improved in nine
cases, decreased in nine cases, and did not change in 19 cases2.
Seven participants with increased accuracy gained the understand-
ing that CookieBlock blocks cookies in the background and does
not interact with consent notices. On the other hand, participants
with decreased accuracy mentioned confusion related to website
breakage, speculating whether CookieBlock might simply block
all cookies or whether websites can recognize the extension and
therefore cause an intentional breakage.

Table 1: Mental Model Accuracy

Item Inaccurate Partially accurate Accurate

Before 15 11 14
After 14 12 12
Prediction 20 10 8

Most participants had a flawed understanding of potential neg-
ative consequences using CookieBlock could bring with it (Pre-
diction, see Table 1). Only eight participants could foresee that it
could interfere with website functionality (even though stated in
the installation description). 10 participants correctly anticipated a
disruption of sorts but could not correctly foresee how that would
manifest itself, such as guessing that it might “break storage of pass-
words” (P42). A total of 20 participants could not foresee any nega-
tive consequences or made completely inaccurate guesses. Of these,
seven participants were concerned about data collection from Cook-
ieBlock itself, thinking that instead of the websites, CookieBlock
could now track and sell their browsing data.

We tested whether mental model accuracy or the prediction
accuracy of negative consequences could predict task success in the
following scenarios. Based on the sample size and its unequal cell
distribution, we used Fisher’s exact test to confirm whether there
was a significant effect. We found that mental model accuracy was
not significantly related to task success (𝑝 = .127), but prediction
accuracy was (𝑝 = .046). Furthermore, an ANOVA revealed that
mental model accuracy (𝐹 (2, 37) = 1.14, 𝑝 = .331) and prediction
accuracy (𝐹 (2, 35) = 3.32, 𝑝 = .096) do not have a significant effect
on time required to solve the task.

5.2 RQ3: User Interaction with CookieBlock
Overall, 22 participants were able to solve the breaking condition
on their own within five minutes. However, 18 participants were
unable to login within that time and required a prompt after five
minutes, informing them that CookieBlock was the cause of the
breakage. We limited any intervention to this single prompt so that
we could still observe how people approached the task without
steering their action towards a particular CookieBlock option or
skipping the task. Naturally, participants that did not require as-
sistance (median of 3.49 minutes) were much faster (𝑡 (33.65) =

5.19, 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = −1.66) to complete the task compared to those
that required assistance (median of 5.57 minutes).

A total of 25 participants used the intended standard procedure
of resolving the breakage by opening the CookieBlock drop-down
2Due to NAs in some answers, the total number is lower than 40.

menu and either pausing cookie removal or whitelisting the do-
main. However, 12 participants (of which nine did not receive any
assistance) attempted to solve the breakage in other ways, primar-
ily by opening the settings. One person solved the problem by
deactivating the CookieBlock extension itself.

In the Google Chrome browser, extensions are not automatically
pinned to the taskbar once they are installed. However, it is impor-
tant for CookieBlock to remain visible as its options can become
highly relevant in case of cookie misclassification as tested in the
breaking condition. Accordingly, we investigated how many people
pinned the extension after it had been added to Google Chrome.
Ultimately, only three people pinned the extension during that
time so that the CookieBlock icon, which opens the drop-down
menu, was visible. While a relevant finding, it did not affect our
other results as users purposefully started the task conditions with
CookieBlock pinned.

5.2.1 Eye Tracking. Overall, five participants were excluded from
eye tracking data analysis; four did not meet the minimum cali-
bration threshold (average accuracy and precision < 1.00° of visual
angle) and one person moved outside the measured range for a
prolonged period of time. As such, we analysed eye tracking data
from 35 participants.

Our eye tracking results clearly indicated that the breaking con-
dition created an environment in which cognitive load— indicative
of how much demand is placed on mental resources in a task—was
high when compared to the working condition or while participants
installed the extension. This was indicated by decreases in saccadic
peak velocity [25], increases in pupil dilation [66], and an increased
number of saccades per second [87]. Table 10 in Appendix E sum-
marises the purpose of the different measures based on [26, 37, 64].
The detailed eye tracking results are further outlined in Table 11
in Table 10.

In the breaking condition, the median time from first fixation of
the CookieBlock icon pinned to the browser to the first mouse click
on it was 4.85 seconds. The median time from the first fixation of
the drop-down menu that opens once the icon has been clicked to
clicking on an option within the menu was only 2.49 seconds. This
illustrates that participants hesitated much longer when looking at
the icon and came to a much quicker decision on the drop-down
menu. However, the clarity of the two elements seems reversed, as
the drop-down menu demanded more visual attention with a total
fixation duration of 4.36 seconds compared to the icon with only
0.48 seconds. Overall, these results indicate that the icon was easy
to process but not quickly understood as relevant to the breakage,
while the drop-down menu had a clearer immediate purpose that
took more attentional resources to fully grasp.

For participants that required assistance, the total median time
to the first fixation was 1.96 minutes for the icon and 3.00 minutes
for the drop-down. However, participants that did not require as-
sistance only required median times of 1.15 minutes for the icon
and 1.16 minutes for the drop-down. These differences indicate that
participants who required assistance spotted the CookieBlock icon
long before using it. However, they only fixated on it for very short
times and waited long before clicking on it in order to open the
drop-down menu. In contrast, participants that did not need assis-
tance seemed to have instantly interacted with the CookieBlock
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icon once spotted and then proceeded to investigate the drop-down
menu. These findings could be explained by the fact that partic-
ipants who required assistance simply were not aware that the
CookieBlock icon could provide them with a solution and thus only
spent little visual attention on it.

Required help No help required

Figure 3: Heat maps of eye fixations on the drop-down menu
for people who did vs, did not require help in making the
connection between website breakage and CookieBlock.

Apart from analysing the eye tracking data quantitatively, we
also conducted a qualitative analysis to compare behaviour immedi-
ately after participants clicked the CookieBlock icon and looked at
the drop-downmenu. Participants that did not require help scanned
the drop-down menu more globally and considered more options.
In comparison, participants that did require help focused more on
direct solutions. This is consistent with our behavioural analysis,
which showed that most people who opened the settings did not
receive any prior help.

We also investigated whether age or technical affinity could
explain whether people were able to solve the breaking task on
their own. While the descriptive data revealed a trend of older
participants being more likely to solve the problem on their own, a
Fisher’s exact test could not detect a significant relation between
requiring help and the age brackets (𝑝 = .076). Further, a t-test
revealed that technical affinity, measured through the ATI scale,
was not significantly related to requiring help either (𝑡 (36.10) =
0.18, 𝑝 = .853).

5.3 RQ4: User Evaluation of CookieBlock
Following the installation and two task conditions, we adminis-
tered the System Usability Scale (SUS) [14] to compare usability
evaluations of CookieBlock across the installation task, the working
scenario, and the breaking scenario. After installation, the mean
SUS scores were M = 75.81 (𝑆𝐷 = 15.52) and after the working
condition the mean score was M = 74.62 (𝑆𝐷 = 17.92) out of 100,
both indicating good usability [3]. However, after the breaking
condition, SUS scores dropped to M = 61.35 (𝑆𝐷 = 20.27), indicat-
ing only average usability [3] and below the average score of web
applications of 68 [4]. The installation and working scores were
similar to SUS scores found for Ghostery with an average of 79. In
contrast, SUS scores assigned to DuckDuckGo Privacy Essentials

Table 2: Comparison of SUS Values across Tasks

Group Installation Normal
Functioning Breaking

Overall 75.81 74.62 61.35
Accurate models 79.29 75.36 68.46
No support 77.27 76.19 64.05

and Privacy Badger in previous work were lower, with respective
scores of 60 and 62 [17]. Overall, the scores were consistently higher
compared to SUS scores between 40 and 50 in previous research
that compared a wide range of tools in a situation where they par-
tially interfered withtasks [47]. Table 2 provides an overview of
these values overall and for participants who solved the breaking
condition without help, compared to those who needed assistance.
Notably, people who required help did not assign lower SUS scores
compared to those that did (𝑧 = 233, 𝑝 = .220). The average SUS
score in the breaking condition of participants who were not able
to solve the problem on their own was still relatively high with M
= 58.19 (𝑆𝐷 = 18.82).

Opinions. Furthermore, participants were queried for their opin-
ion at each stage of the experiment in an open text field. After
installation, nine participants mentioned they were happy with the
information provided. However, eight participants criticised the
volume of information, either deeming it too much or too little.
Half of them advocated for a simpler design with less text, such
as stating that “the instructions are slightly too much to read” (P19).
The other half advocated for a more detailed design, such as by
including additional information on “why the extension is superior
or different to other extensions” (P16). A common theme after instal-
lation was also a wish for more visual information, primarily in
the form of graphical elements rather than text, which is consis-
tent with recent research indicating that recognizable figures are
preferred in comparison to text [86].

After the breaking condition, four participants mentioned using
the extension was laborious, while four other participants were
satisfied with the extension’s usability. 19 participants overall men-
tioned that they did not fully understand why CookieBlock in-
terfered with the login attempt. Four participants mentioned that
breakages should be explained more clearly, so that users would
know what to do when one occurs.

After the working condition, opinions were more positive, with
12 participants mentioning good usability and four participants
stating that CookieBlock is easy to use once users are familiar with
it. These answers are exemplified by P34 stating that “CookieBlock
works exactly like Adblock, which makes using it intuitive and easy”
and P02 mentioning ‘‘it works once you understand what exactly you
have installed.” However, four more participants stated that they
were uncertain if CookieBlock even did anything.

Overall, participants consistently indicated their confusion at
the appearance of cookie consent notices, incorrectly assuming that
CookieBlock would automatically deal with it. Five participants
specifically noted that the appearance of consent notices in the
working condition was a negative experience.
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Recommendations. In addition, participants provided retrospec-
tive recommendations for CookieBlock after completing all tasks in
an open text field. Main themes concerned the provision of visual
information or improved information. Nine participants mentioned
they desired information when CookieBlock blocks something,
such as in the form of a popup to notify the user. Seven participants
suggested added statistics that inform them about the number and
categories of current and historical cookie blockages. Similar to
the opinions stated after the install condition, six participants pro-
posed an improved explanation that better prepares them for the
possibility of breakage and how to address such cases. For example,
P13 mentioned the options in the drop-down menu might not be
intuitive for most users and should be better described. Finally,
several participants suggested individual design and noticeability
improvements, for example using more notable colours or more
clearly separated buttons.

A smaller group of participants made suggestions to enhance
CookieBlock’s functionality. Five participants suggested an im-
proved algorithm that would substantially reduce cases of misclas-
sification. Two people advocated for a temporary pause feature
rather than a permanent pause. P09 suggested that CookieBlock
should remove cookie notices when blocking cookies.

Improved Design. After gathering the participants’ feedback, we
also presented themwith a design mock-up we prepared in advance,
which added more information to CookieBlock’s drop-down menu
and icon (see Fig. 4 in Appendix A). Specifically, we proposed a
number on the CookieBlock icon, showing users howmany cookies
are blocked on the current page. In addition, the drop-down menu
contained additional statistics about current and past cookie block-
ages for each category. 15 participants commented that they were
happy with the design mock-up while two participants commented
that the changes were unnecessary. Four participants suggested
that the statistics be shortened or moved to another place so that
the drop-down does not appear too large. Finally, seven participants
recommended additional design improvements by either increasing
colour contrast, making the blue colour brighter, or changing the
buttons to be more round and colourful.

Cookie Categories. Participants rated the clarity of the four cookie
category descriptions used for classification and based on UK ICC
cookie categories [39]: Strictly-Necessary, Functionality, Analytics,
and Advertising/Tracking. Ranging from “0 - not clear at all” to
“10 - very clear”, the overall clarity was rated as M=8.32 (SD=1.74).
Additionally, participants were prompted to indicate any unclear
categories. The Functionality category was by far mentioned the
most, with seven participants mentioning that they did not un-
derstand it and five more participants indicating that they did not
understand any of the categories. Analytics, Strictly-Necessary, and
Advertising/Tracking were mentioned to be unclear by four, three,
and one participant, respectively.

6 DISCUSSION & OUTLOOK
In this section, we discuss the findings of the heuristic evaluation
representing an expert perspective and the laboratory study focus-
ing on the user perspective concerning the four research questions,
compare them with each other and with related work, and derive

implications for CookieBlock and related research. However, not
all findings of the heuristic evaluation can be directly transferred
to CookieBlock due to technology differences. We implemented
the majority of the proposed design changes for future work and
submitted them as an anonymous pull request accessible along with
further explanations at https://anonymous.4open.science/pr/09F2.
We then reflect on insights and lessons learned that are relevant
for related research beyond the specific extension.

6.1 Summary of Findings and Derivation of
Design Recommendations

RQ1: Security-Usability Trade-Off: The findings of the heuristic
evaluation show that three tools with expected different security-
usability trade-offs — CookieBlock, NoScript and Ghostery — differ
substantially in their provided functionalities and settings, even
though all share a primary focus on tracker blocking. For example,
CookieBlock solely focuses on blocking cookies, provides advanced
settings for this feature, but also requires expert knowledge to make
use of them. In contrast, NoScript blocks a much broader range of
content but thereby also affects website functionality to a larger
extent. NoScript users also require expert knowledge, e.g., to enable
or disable specific content. In comparison, Ghostery’s target group
does not necessarily require expert knowledge as it very rarely
impacts website functionality, options are explained within the
tool, and understanding is supported through design features such
as consistent color-coding.

RQ2: Mental Models: Consistent with prior findings [54], mental
models of participants were flawed. A third of all users had an
incorrect understanding of CookieBlock’s functionality (Table 1).
Similarly, 19 participants stated they did not fully understand why
CookieBlock interfered with the login attempt. We also found that
the participants’ understanding of CookieBlock’s functionality sel-
dom changed after using the extension, but even decreased for 9
participants and only improved for another 9 participants. While
somewhat surprising, the finding may be explained by the exten-
sion’s main purpose, that is, to automatically categorise and block
cookies. Therefore, the classification process and its consequences
are hidden from the user unless a website breaks. Furthermore, the
heuristic evaluation revealed that CookieBlock’s classification op-
tions were unclear and lacked feedback. Accordingly, it is difficult
for many users to understand the classification process and to make
the connection between site breakage and CookieBlock even though
they were informed about that possibility during installation.

The possibility of misclassifications cannot be excluded com-
pletely and the aim regarding user mental models is not to make all
users technical experts with detailed knowledge of the classification
process. Nevertheless, the development of correct mental models
should be supported by interface design, such as the clearer and
simpler text choices used to describe the Ghostery browser exten-
sion. This may enable users to use CookieBlock according to their
privacy preferences and to more easily overcome challenges such
as website breakage. The browser store description determines the
expectation of CookieBlock’s functionality. Since the users with
incorrect mental models were also those who failed to realise that
CookieBlock was breaking website functionality, better explaining
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the functionality could significantly improve the usability. To do
so, we propose the following recommendation (R):

• R1: Improve Extension Description. We suggest an adapted
extension description in a short bullet list with emphasis on
the key functionalities that were unclear to users.

Participants also demonstrated an incorrect understanding that
CookieBlock itself would track their activity. This might have par-
tially been caused by an option during setup, which asked users for
their consent before the extension stores a local history of cookies.
This illustrates how important it is for descriptions to be as clear
as possible to avoid minimize the risk of misunderstandings.

RQ3: User Interaction with CookieBlock. About half of the partic-
ipants required help in making the connection between website
breakage and CookieBlock. Comparing that aspect with other tools,
the expert study showed that even though NoScript impacts website
functionality to a larger degree than CookieBlock, in some cases it
might at least be easier to make the connection between breakage
and NoScript as actively blocked content often carries the NoScript
logo on it. Yet, this approach cannot be easily transferred to Cook-
ieBlock due to the technology, i.e., actively blocking JavaScript vs.
blocking cookies through machine learning.

Of course, it would be ideal for CookieBlock if no website break-
age occurred. Yet, misclassification can never be fully avoided in
machine learning. Thus, it remains difficult for users to notice that
a website’s functionality is disrupted by CookieBlock—a persistent
challenge to usability. Accordingly, It is still important to minimize
the impact or frequency of breakages, as most users prioritise func-
tionality over privacy [20, 67]. Even though CookieBlock cannot
perfectly predict functionality disruption, we propose an added
heuristic that would notify users about potential website break-
age similar to a recently proposed system by Smith et al. [72]. A
secondary mechanism predicts when filter lists might break web-
sites. However, since blocked cookies generally lead to issues only
after interaction, it is not sufficient to build a classifier based on
web crawling. Accordingly, more complex machine learning mech-
anisms are needed to directly classify occurrences dynamically
based on heuristics. This is particularly pertinent to CookieBlock
and other PETs that enhance detection through machine learning,
but even browser extensions relying on curated lists like Ghostery
can in rare cases impact website functionality or content and suffer
from similar problems.

CookieBlock could also track repeated submissions of the same
form and then ask the user whether functionality of the website
seems disrupted. If the user agrees, CookieBlock could disable the
removal of involved cookies. Otherwise, the warning would be
suppressed for the domain. Yet, such a heuristic is prone to both
false positives and negatives. False positives stem from forms sup-
posed to be submitted multiple times, such as search forms, or
when a user enters an incorrect password into a login form. In both
cases, a simple removal of an advertising cookie would trigger the
user notification. False negatives are possible when a necessary
cookie, whose creation is independent of a form, is misclassified and
removed. For instance, language switching is often implemented
through a cookie being set using an HTTP(S) request for a localised
address link. To avoid overly high false positive rates and annoy-
ing notifications, we recommend tuning such a heuristic towards

fewer notifications and therefore low false negative rate (i.e., high
precision).

• R2: Add Secondary Mechanisms.We recommend secondary
mechanisms to identify situations where CookieBlock might
interfere with user goals, i.e. through website breakage.

The eye tracking measures indicate that participants were able
to process the pinned CookieBlock icon itself and needed to look at
it only for a short time, but that they waited much longer before ac-
tually clicking it. This difference could be explained by participants
not understanding that the icon is relevant for the interruption in
the breaking condition. This assumption is reinforced when com-
paring participants that needed help with those that did not. Those
that did not need help quickly looked at the drop-down after fixat-
ing on the icon initially, indicating an immediate transition from
one element to the other. Participants that did require help had a
much longer delay of roughly 17 seconds on average. This shows
that understanding the icon’s use was crucial for participants to
solve the problem on their own, as those who did not do so within
five minutes were much less likely to make the connection. In the
heuristic evaluation, Ghostery’s choice of directly describing the
icon in the installation process was noted as a positive heuristic,
whereas inconsistent icons in the NoScript extension created confu-
sion for the usability experts. Meaningful design of icons and hints
towards their purpose seem to be important factors in enhancing
the tool’s visibility.

• R3: Improve Icon Visibility. The icon should be visible, un-
derstandable, and described in the installation process. The
icon’s visibility should change depending on whether Cook-
ieBlock is active, is blocking anything, or is inactive.

Several participants were having trouble understanding the func-
tionality of the “pausing the cookie removal” checkbox and the “add
domain exception” button. As noted in the heuristic evaluation, the
purpose of these options is not clearly communicated and can only
be inferred from their title. While the expert analysis found the
use of symbols to be consistent, they alone may not be sufficient to
describe options as users’ knowledge of internal processes is low.
Accordingly, it is important to add additional information, especially
considering that many users might have inaccurate mental models
that do not match up with CookieBlock’s actual functionality.

• R4: Add Explanatory Tooltips. We recommend tooltips ex-
plaining the interface and visually distinguishing the inter-
face for resolving website breakage from other settings.

RQ4: User Evaluation of CookieBlock. Participants had the op-
tion to evaluate the extension and to provide feedback on design
suggestions. The feedback indicated that while cookie categories
were clear, the fact that CookieBlock itself does not remove cookie
notices was unclear to many participants. This problem could either
be solved by providing more clarification to users, e.g., with regard
to suitable extensions accomplishing this task in addition to Cook-
ieBlock, or by adapting CookieBlock to block consent notices as
well. Another solution could come in the form of information about
the extension’s activity in the form of statistical overviews. The
use of statistics for the Ghostery extension was noted as a positive
feature allowing deeper insights into past activity. Furthermore, the
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display of statistics would directly inform users about differences
between the categories based on the amount of blocked cookies.

• R5: Add Statistics. We recommend adding statistics on re-
moved cookies based on our participants’ suggestions. This
might provide feedback on whether the extension is active
and on what happens in the background.

• R6a: Clarify Non-Blocking of Consent Notices. We suggest
explicitly stating that cookie notices are not removed by
CookieBlock and adding links to notice-removing exten-
sions. We also suggest modifying the statement about local
cookie history to counteract the incorrect assumption that
CookieBlock itself tracks users.

• R6b: Block Consent Notices. Alternatively, CookieBlock could
expand its features to also block cookie consent notices.

Participants provided mixed feedback as to the extent of informa-
tion they would like to see, with some advocating for more while
others suggested less text. Accordingly, we recommend a more
modular concise approach, with an option for users to get more
insights in a separate element. This approach mirrors the design
choice of Ghostery, which tries to minimize upfront text and op-
tions so that users can focus on a few but important elements with
fewer distractions. While the scope of options and descriptions for
CookieBlock and NoScript were extensive, such a level of detail
might not be understandable for the average user and would take
too much attentional load to process.

• R7: Design Concise Descriptions. We recommend descriptions
to be concise without relying on overly technical language.
Further information can be put on a separate element people
could access through a button.

Cookie categories received a high mean clarity rating of 8.32.
However, the functionality category seemed to be unclear with
seven people indicating uncertainty, and five more expressing con-
fusion at all categories. Notably, the category system of many other
PETs is different, many of which use their own classification. For
example, Ghostery uses the category “Social Media”, which pro-
vides information about its source, but not about its purpose. On
the other hand, some PETs like NoScript simply do not assign any
categories. Considering this, the ICC UK cookie categories [39]
adapted for CookieBlock seem to be feasible descriptions that could
be used by other PETs, yet could still be improved with regard to
the functionality category.

• R8: Use Clear CategoriesWe recommend PETs to employ clear
classification categories that follow established standards,
like the ICC UK categories for cookies [39]. These should be
evaluated to further increase understandability.

Many users wished for a popup, indicating that cookies are
blocked. Previous research has also indicated that users rely on
direct prompts to gain awareness [67]. However, such a feature
is unlikely to be well-received for a tool that is often active, as
many pages would trigger a popup. This would likely overstimulate
users and quickly become more of a nuisance than a help. It is
possible that participants simply underestimated the frequency
by which cookies are set and therefore blocked, or that they only
focused on how to solve the problem they just encountered without
considering additional downsides. The design changes we proposed

to participants in the questionnaire (Fig. 4 in Appendix A) might
be a less annoying alternative, as there is a simple static number
indicating the number of currently blocked cookies.

6.2 Eye Tracking
Eye tracking for evaluating user interactionwith a privacy-enhancing
technology proved highly beneficial with regard to triangulation.
The eye tracking data provided us with valuable behavioural mea-
sures that could be used to explain some self-report data but also
to provide additional insights. For example, eye tracking provided
us with an indication of high mental workload when dealing with
website breakage that was not visible from the SUS data alone. Addi-
tionally, we gained insights into participant’s visual attention. From
the fixation data, we observed that participants had more difficulty
connecting website breakage to CookieBlock than interacting with
the extension itself. From that, we could derive important design
recommendations. Furthermore, the measure was non-intrusive
and did not negatively impact the participants’ options to interact
with the computer and study tasks.

Relevant lessons learned for related studies include the challenge
to set the area of interest for very small objects such as small icons in
the browser. Furthermore, there are challenges when comparing dy-
namic content on websites, such as tracking gaze and fixation over
pages that include scrolling. For example, it might be a good idea
to isolate specific UI elements and test their noticeability in a more
controlled setting before moving on to environments that more
closely resemble real-world conditions. Furthermore, even though
we carefully controlled experimental conditions like lighting, dis-
tance to the screen, or wearing glasses, we still had to exclude five
participants despite repeated calibration attempts. For statistical
analyses requiring a certain sample size, it would thus be recom-
mended to plan with additional participants beyond considering
drop-out for other reasons.

6.3 Implications for Related & Future Research
While the direct implications for CookieBlock have already been
discussed in Section 6.1, the following Table 3 provides a summary
of identified usability issues and recommendations aimed at ad-
dressing them. From this, we derive implications on a) how these
recommendations could be applied to other PETs being affected by
similar issues, as well as b) suggestions for further research into
their effects in similar contexts or with similar study designs.

Future work could investigate advances in AI technology and
their effect on algorithms of tools like CookieBlock, which have a
promising future to become more commonplace and more potent.
However, a major barrier to adoption of PETs with strong privacy
protection is their potential to negatively affect usability. To address
this, the impact of such downsides should be resolved or decreased.
One major improvement to CookieBlock would be a method that
detects breakages, such as blocking a login. For example, it could
recognise important forms like login prompts, and then provide
a visual cue if submission does not work due to a misclassified
cookie. While this method would be complex to implement, it could
enhance usability by substantial degrees.

Two participants failed to install CookieBlock. While the number
is too limited for any conclusion, both were at least 55 years old.
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Table 3: Summary of Recommendations for CookieBlock and Derived Implications for Related Research

Usability Issues CookieBlock Recom-
mendation

Implications for Related PETs Implications for Related Research

User understand-
ing is flawed

R1: Improve Extension
Description

Make users aware of potential negative conse-
quences, how to identify, and handle them

Explore how mental models translate from an ini-
tial setup text to active use

Misclassification
is hard to spot

R2: Add SecondaryMech-
anisms

Make use of additional mechanisms to assist the user
experience in case of PETs’ adverse impact

Explore how users could be assisted with chal-
lenges stemming from PETs use

Users are un-
aware of icon

R3: Improve Icon Visibil-
ity

Make the first point of interaction as clear as possible,
e.g., by highlighting it during setup

Explore unobtrusive yet notable design options in
web browsers

Options are un-
clear to users

R4: Add Explanatory
Tooltips

Tooltips can provide additional information when
concise descriptions (see R7) are hard to understand

Explore usability and understanding of informa-
tion provided in tooltips

Activity is not
visible to users

R5: Add Statistics Statistics can provide unintrusive feedback on the
tool’s functionality to the user

Explore the potential of statistics to support accu-
rate mental models

Users misunder-
stand complex
functionality

R6: Clarify Non-Blocking
of Consent Notices or
Block Consent Notices

PETs developers should weigh focusing on one func-
tionality while addressing limitations against includ-
ing more functionalities that increase complexity

Explore user perceptions and expectations with
regard to these trade-offs

Users dislike long
descriptions

R7: Design Concise De-
scriptions

Keep descriptions concise and add additional infor-
mation to other optional elements

Explore how information volume differences at
different stages of PETs use affect mental models

Users need clear
categories

R8: Keep using clear Cat-
egories

Use generally feasible categories and description, e.g.,
those of UK ICC

Analyse potential to improve understandability of
categories (especially functionality) further

Further studies should consider the technical affinity of older people
and their ability to not only use but also setup PETs. We have also
observed a tendency of younger participants being less likely to
solve the problem on their own compared to older participants.
This is surprising, considering we would expect opposite effects
due to younger people growing up with digital technology and thus
being more proficient at using it. While this effect might be due to
a limited sample size, future work could investigate age differences
in web browser extension proficiency.

6.4 Limitations
Study Design. As outlined by McGrath [57], researchers face

the dilemma that they cannot maximise all dimensions relevant
for research validity. These comprise a) generalizability to other
populations, b) precision in control and measurement, and c) re-
alism of the study context. In our study, we aimed for a highly
controlled laboratory setting, which among others are important
for the accuracy of eye tracking data. We aimed to enhance realism
by having participants follow a realistic installation process and in-
teracting with CookieBlock in a web shop setting. Yet, for example,
the breaking condition impacting log-in functionality occurs much
less frequently in actual browsing (ca. 8% of cases [10]).

Mental Models. Our questions asking for the understanding of
CookieBlock indicates the participants’ mental models, e.g., by
showing a relation between accuracy and task performance. How-
ever, we can not directly infer understanding from the responses
as they might be confounded by reading and memorising (as com-
pared to “understanding”) the text from the installation process
(even for the second questionnaire shown 15-30 minutes later). For
an in-depth analysis of mental models, future work should thus
deploy a suitable knowledge test or other option to demonstrate

and explain understanding. Previous research has used drawings to
infer mental models [63], but such an approach is time-consuming
and adds additional variability when analysing the results. Accord-
ingly, it is important to strike a good balance and implement a test
that is not too taxing on participants’ time or mental resources.

Sample. Our user study sample was of limited diversity as, due
to the laboratory setting, all participants were recruited in the
same country. Furthermore, most participants were students. Two
participants from the age group over 55 were not able to install
CookieBlock and thus excluded from further analysis. Yet, our age
variation was too limited to further explore how very large age
differences affect both understanding and using CookieBlock.

7 CONCLUSION
We evaluated how users approach the privacy-preserving browser
extension CookieBlock that protects users from tracking by se-
lectively blocking cookies. We compared the extension with two
other tools in a heuristic expert evaluation to illustrate usability
differences. In addition, we analysed user interaction in a work-as-
intended situation and in a situation where the extension directly
interfered with the primary task by breaking website functionality.
Based on our findings, we make several suggestions with implica-
tions for CookieBlock, PETs in general, as well as research efforts
in related areas. Since almost half of the participants were unable
to solve the breaking condition on their own, the privacy-usability
trade-off seems to be a major barrier. Thus, a focus should be on
making PETs easy and intuitive to use, and to explain the situations
in which users have to interact with PETs.

Data Availability Statement. The data that support the findings
of this article are openly available at https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-
b-000627400.
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A STUDY MATERIAL
Demographics questionnaire

• Age (collected in ranges)
• Gender (female, male, diverse, no response)
• Education (Finished School, Apprenticeship, High-school
Diploma, University degree)

• Internet use for work (in hours)
• Internet use for free time (in hours)
• Experience with browser extensions (yes/no)
• Experiencewith privacy-preserving browser extensions (yes/no)
• List of used browser extensions (open text field)
• Affinity for Technology Interaction Scale (ATI, [29])
• Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns Scale (IUIPC-
8, [32])

Install questionnaire

• How participants think the browser extension works (open
text field)

• What negative consequences using CookieBlock could bring
with it (open text field)

• System Usability Scale (SUS, [14])
• Positive and negative experiences (open text field)

Questionnaire provided after each web shop task

• System Usability Scale (SUS, [14])
• Description of positive and negative experiences (open text
field)

Final questionnaire

• How participants think the browser extension works (open
text field)

• Whether people noticed CookieBlock caused awebsite break-
age (yes/no/other)

• Satisfaction with extension overall (10-point Likert scale
ranging from not at all satisfied to very satisfied)

• Intention to use when considering that websites work well
in 85% of cases and that website breakage with impacted
functionality concerns about 7% of cases (10-point Likert
scale ranging from highly unlikely to highly likely)

• General CookieBlock suggestions (open text field)
• Suggestions for CookieBlock interface design improvement
(open text field)

• Comments on an alternative interface design example shown
in Fig. 4 (open text field)

• Additional comments (open text field)

Figure 4: A screenshot of the suggested interface design
change commented on by the participants.

B WEB SHOP SCREENSHOTS

Figure 5: A screenshot of the “ticketbuddy” web shop.

Figure 6: A screenshot of the “ticketock” web shop.
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C OVERVIEW ON PRIVACY-RELATED
BROWSER EXTENSIONS.

The following Table 4 provides an overview of different privacy-
affecting browser extensions, highlighting the tracker blocking
tools selected for the expert study. As a primary selection criterion
from a user perspective, the anticipated privacy-usability trade-off
is marked in bold font. The table furthermore shows differences
in the functionalities and technologies of other tracker blockers as
well as related privacy extensions with a different focus, such as
ad blocking or the automatic handling of consent notices. The user
numbers in the Chrome Web Store represent the current state on
August 9, 2023.
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D HEURISTIC EVALUATION
Table 5 provides a summary of the principles applied in the heuristic
expert evaluation that were proposed by Nielsen [40]. Afterwards,
Figure 7 provides screenshots of the three tools analysed in the
heuristic evaluation, i.e., CookieBlock, NoScript, and Ghostery. The
screenshots are supposed to facilitate understanding of the heuristic
evaluation findings detailed for each principle in Tables 6, 7, and 8.
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Figure 7: Illustrative screenshots of the installation, settings and use of the three tools CookieBlock, NoScript and
Ghostery as analysed in the Heuristic Evaluation. Images from a) CookieBlock developed by [10] and available from
https://github.com/dibollinger/CookieBlock, b) NoScript, Copyright held by Giorgio Maone, released under CC BY-
SA 4.0 and available from https://noscript.net/, c) Ghostery, Copyright held by Ghostery GmbH and available from
https://www.ghostery.com/. All images reproduced with permission.
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E ADDITIONAL DEMOGRAPHIC METRICS,
EYE TRACKING, AND STATISTICS TABLES

Table 9: Means (SDs) of the IUIPC-10 Sub-Scales

Subscale User Study Sample “Sample V” from [32]

Control 5.84 (0.87) 5.86 (0.84)
Awareness 6.46 (0.75) 6.43 (0.66)
Collection 5.45 (1.04) 5.60 (1.04)

Table 10: Eye Tracking Measures

Measure Purpose

Heat map Focus comparisons between participants
Fixation time How much processing an element invokes
First fixation How visually apparent elements are
First click How obvious the element’s purpose is

Saccade number How high mental workload is
Saccade velocity How high mental workload is
Pupil diameter How high mental workload is

Table 11: Detailed Eye Tracking Results

Measure Icon Dropdown Significance

Fixation time 4.36 seconds 0.49 seconds 𝑝 < .001
Time to first fixation 2.71 minutes 1.96 minutes 𝑝 = .712

Time to first fixation (no help) 1.15 minutes 1.16 minutes 𝑝 = .955
Time to first fixation (help) 4.62 minutes 4.90 minutes 𝑝 = .277

Measure Baseline Breaking Task Significance

Number of saccades 1.388 per second 2.294 per second 𝑝 = .002
Pupil diameter 3.20 mm 3.51 mm 𝑝 < .001

Measure Icon Entry Drop-down Exit Significance

Saccadic Peak Velocity 132.28°/s 252.96°/s 𝑝 = .012

Table 12: Test Statistic Results

Research Question Measure Comparison Test Result

RQ2: Mental Model
Mental model accuracy Required help Fisher’s 𝑝 = .127

Breaking task time ANOVA 𝐹 (2, 37) = 1.14, 𝑝 = .331

Prediction accuracy Required help Fisher’s 𝑝 = .046
Breaking task time ANOVA 𝐹 (2, 35) = 3.32, 𝑝 = .096

RQ3: User Interaction
Task Speed T Test 𝑡 (33.65) = 5.19, 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = −1.66

Require Help Age Fisher’s 𝑝 = .076
ATI T Test 𝑡 (36.10) = 0.19, 𝑝 = .853, 𝑑 = .06

RQ4:User Evaluation
Required Help Wilcoxon 𝑧 = 233, 𝑝 = .220

Breaking Condition SUS Working Condition SUS T Test 𝑡 (74.88) = −3.06, 𝑝 = .003, 𝑑 = −.69
Install SUS T Test 𝑡 (71.19) = −3.56, 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = −.80
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